It is well known that if a function from set A to set B has a right inverse then the function is a surjection and the right inverse is an injection. For finite sets, the number of functions, injections, and surjections can also be counted. Relations generalize functions: do similar results exist for relations? This paper proves several new results concerning binary relations. For finite sets, we derive formulas for the number of right total, right unique, left total, and left unique relations. We also provide formulas that count the number of relations that are both right unique and left unique; right unique and right total; and left unique and left total. We conclude by discussing the probability that a relation selected at random is right unique or right total.
Properties of Relations
Many sources on discrete mathematics [5, 6] , combinatorics [10] , or functional programming [1, 4] define and utilize the properties of relations. Denote sets by letters , , , .
A B C  Denote the cardinality of a set A by A ; thus for finite sets   
The Four Basic Intrinsic Properties of Relations
The property of having a right inverse or left inverse is extrinsic: the property depends on the existence of another relation. An intrinsic property of a relation is independent of other relations: it depends only on the relation itself. The four basic intrinsic properties are right unique, right total, left unique, and left total. Many of these properties are discussed in the work of Carnap [ , and ,
Denote the set of all right unique relations between sets and A B by RU .
One of the goals of relation calculus (also known as the "algebra of relations") is to create a formalism without relying on variables [3, 9] . Such "point-free" representations result in properties and theorems that are easier to read and understand. For example, by examining the definitions of the opposite relation and the identity relation, we see that the definition of right unique is equivalent to       
New Results Concerning Intrinsic and Extrinsic Properties
It is well known (and proved, e.g., in [5] ) that if a function :
f A B  has a right inverse : h B A  then function f is a surjection and the right inverse h is an injection: 1 implies and .
B f h f RU LT RT h RU LT LU
This result links the intrinsic properties of functions (surjectivity, injectivity) with extrinsic properties (having right and left inverses). Relations generalize functions. In the following, we show several new results that generalize (*).
Right Inverses of Relations
We have the following generalization of the right inverse result (*) for functions:
(1) If
B R S   then R is a right total relation and S is a left total relation. (2) If
1 B f S   then f
is a surjection and S is both a left unique and left total relation.
To prove this theorem, we utilize the following rules which were proved by Hoogendijk [4, Lemma. Given relations R and S and function f:
We now prove Theorem 1:
Proof of (1).
Rule 2 in the Lemma,
Note that the converse is not true. For example, consider
, then R* is right total and S* is left total. However, 
Proof of (2).
. Now use the first part (1) of the condition so S LT  as well. Putting both together shows that S LU LT  
. QED.
Note that that if S is also right unique in the condition of Theorem 1 part (2), then S is a function and the conclusion of the theorem is that S RU LU LT   
. This shows that S is an injection, so Theorem 1 part (2) also proves the right inverse result stated above as equation (*).
Closure Under Composition
The four intrinsic properties are closed under composition. In other words, the composition of two right unique relations is right unique; the composition of two right total relations is right total; the composition of two left unique relations is left unique; the composition of two left total relations is left total. More formally, we have the following:
Theorem 2. Given relations :
R A B  and : S B A  :
Closure Under Subset and Superset
We show that subsets of right unique relations are right unique and subsets of left unique relations are left unique. Moreover, a relation that is a superset of a right total relation is also right total, and a relation that is a superset of a left total relation is also left total. (
Proof.
We also have
The remainder is straightforward:
Cardinalities
The cardinality of the set of all relations from A to B is 2 n k  , where n is the number of inputs (the cardinality of input set A) and k the number of outputs (the cardinality of the output set B).
Surprisingly, the cardinality of the set of right unique relations RU or the cardinality of the set of right total relations RT is not found in the literature.
Results concerning the cardinalities of functions are well known [5, 10] . For finite input and output sets, the number of functions from A to B is 
n k  is related to the Stirling number of the second kind   , S n k [7] where the number of surjections
The number of injections from
where [5, 10]    
Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Given the set of all relations :
R A B  . Then
The proof is in the following sections. The properties of ( , ) n k 
Enumeration of Right Unique Relations
We obtain the number of right unique relations : R A B  by summing over all combinations of right unique and left total relations, with the combination taken over all inputs ranging from 1 to n. A right unique and left total relation is a function. The number of functions between two finite sets is n RU LT k   . Thus, the number of right unique relations is:
The last equality results from using the binomial theorem. By switching inputs to outputs, the total number of left unique relations is: Figure 1 shows the cardinalities of RU for relations having up to six inputs and outputs. Figure 1 . RU : the total number of relations that are right unique.
Enumeration of Relations that are both Right Unique and Left Unique
We obtain the total number of right unique and left unique relations by summing over all combinations of right unique, left unique and left total relations, with the combination taken over all inputs ranging from 1 to n. A right unique, left unique and left total relation is an injection and the number of injections between two finite sets is 
Enumeration of Relations that are both Right Unique and Right Total
We obtain the total number of right unique and right total relations by summing over all combinations of right unique, right total and left total relations, with the combination taken over all inputs ranging from 1 to n. A right unique, right total and left total relation is a surjection and the number of surjections between two finite sets is
Since ( , ) 0 j k   for j k  , the lower limit in the sum can be restricted to k so we have our result. Figure 3 shows the cardinalities of RU RT  for relations having up to six inputs and outputs. Note that for n k
By switching inputs to outputs, the total number of relations that are left unique and left total is
Enumeration of Relations that are Left Total
We obtain the total number of right total relations by first enumerating the cardinality of the set of left total relations. Note first that the null relation is not left total. Observe that for input set   . By induction, for n unique inputs, the total number of left total relations is:
Consequently, by switching inputs to outputs, the total number of right total relations is: 
Probabilities
What is the probability that a relation is right unique? If our sample space contains equally likely relations, we have the following probabilities:
This implies that right unique relations are rare for large input or output sets. Similarly, for either large k or n, left unique relations are rare, since Figure 5 shows the probabilities of a relation being right unique for relations having up to six inputs and outputs (probabilities rounded to 4 decimal places). 
  Pr R RU 
: the probability that a relation is right unique.
For right total relations, Figure 6 shows the probabilities of a relation being right unique for relations having up to six inputs and outputs (probabilities rounded to 4 decimal places). For large r with 2
Thus for a large number of outputs relative to inputs, k n  , the likelihood of a relation being right total is small; for a large number of inputs relative to outputs, n k  , it is likely that a relation is right total. Similarly, for left total relations, Thus for a large number of outputs relative to inputs, k n  , the likelihood of a relation being left total is high; for a large number of inputs relative to outputs, n k  , the likelihood of a relation being left total is small. Figure 7 shows the probabilities of a relation being both right unique and right total for relations having up to six inputs and outputs (probabilities rounded to 4 decimal places).   Pr R RU RT  
: the probability that a relation is right unique and right total.
The rarity of the right unique relations dominates the prevalence of the right total relations.
Lower and upper bounds on RU RT  This implies that relations that are both right unique and right total are rare for large input or output sets. 
